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While Mytee® Products, Inc. is a relatively young company, its roots go back decades. After doing janitorial cleaning for several years in
the Los Angeles area, John LaBarbera started building carpet cleaning machines in his father, Frank LaBarbera’s garage in 1977. The
Carpet Jenny Company was thus formed and Frank and John became partners, moving the company to Colorado Springs, Colorado
in 1978.
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In 1990, the company was sold and the families moved back to California. In 1994, John started a company centered on a portable
water heater product, the “Mytee Hot™,” thus the name Mytee® Products was born. In 1994, our innovative “Deluxe Prep Center™” was
introduced for the auto reconditioning industry. In 1995, due to the success of the Prep Center™, even more auto detailing machines
were added to the line.
Mytee® Products, Inc, located just outside of San Diego, is one of the premier manufacturers of professional cleaning equipment in
the world. We have always been known for our innovation and reasonable prices. With a full range of professional automotive detailing
equipment, we are dedicated to meeting the needs of the most demanding professionals worldwide.
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Because we are constantly improving our machines, what is shown in this catalog may not reflect their current versions.
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It’s What We Do

Extractors

There are a lot of manufacturers out there who claim to make auto detailing extractors. However, upon closer inspection, you’ll find
that they actually make machines for carpet cleaners, and have just modified them slightly for the auto detailing market.
That’s not the case here at Mytee®. We started out making machines specifically for detailing. Our units were designed from the
ground up with the challenges and tasks that you will face in mind. Because of this, we make the best-selling upholstery extractors in
the industry. Visit your local car wash, car lot, auto auction, body shop, rental car agency, or mobile detailer, and chances are you’ll find
a Mytee® machine in their cleaning arsenal.
Our machines offer unparalleled value, performance, and convenience. Once you use a Mytee® extractor, you’ll never go back to detailing any other way again.
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S-300 Tempo™

20-110 Deluxe Prep Center™

Perfect for the occasional detail job, or for the serious auto detailer, the Tempo packs a lot of power into a small package. At only 20
pounds, this light machine can be easily carried in one hand. It sets up in seconds and operates on a single convenient switch.
™

Don’t let its small size deceive you though. The Tempo™ has the most powerful vacuum motor in its class, allowing you to give mats,
upholstery, and carpets a deep, thorough clean.
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The Deluxe Prep Center™ is ready to take on any detailing job. It’s a heated extractor, a dry vacuum, and a chemical dispencer all rolled
up into one machine. Best of all, it only needs a single electrical outlet, and a shop air source to run. Great for use in car washes, auto
auctions, auto rental agencies, car dealers, mechanics, and body shops - anywhere high volume detailing needs to get done quickly.
Don’t let your detail shop slow you down. Get back on track with the Deluxe Prep Center™.

Features:

Included Items:

Features:

Included Items:

• Convenient one-switch operation.
• One of the most powerful vacuum motors in its class producing
85” of water lift for maximum extraction.
• Easy to transport and store.

• 8’ Hose-n-Hose™ vacuum and internal solution hose combo.
• 4” stainless steel upholstery tool.
• Heatguard™ Hose Wrap.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wet and dry vacuum capability.
Interior and exterior drying capability.
Contains tool organization and storage.
Multiple chemical dispensing with four bottles powered by a
shop air compressor and a 25” coiled hose with adjustable gun
for each bottle.

25’ vacuum & solution hose combo.
25’ x 1.5” vacuum hose.
4” stainless steel upholstery tool.
Claw and crevice tools.
Interior & exterior drying tools.
Pack of 2 Cuties™ QD safety covers.
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Shown with optional 8400DX Mytee Dry™ Upholstery Tool.

HP120 Grand Prix™

HP60 Spyder™

It transformed the auto detailing industry and became the best-selling and most imitated automotive detailing extractor in the world.
Mytee’s® Grand Prix™ was the first heated extractor to feature a single power cord. Before this innovation, most heated extractors
required two power cords, making it hard to find a power source. But this trailblazer changed all that, and the rest is history.

Don’t be fooled by its small size! The Spyder™ has the same amount of cleaning power and detailing ability as its larger sibling, the
Grand Prix™, but in a smaller, more portable package. And just like the Grand Prix™, the Spyder™, does it all on just one power cord!

See for yourself why this classic sets the standard that other auto detailing extractors are still trying to live up to.
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Features:

Included Items:

• 10 gallon (approx.) solution tank.
• 1,200 watt heater – 210°F max. temperature.
• 3-stage low amp vacuum motor producing 130” of water lift and
100 CFM.
• Bucket-high recovery tank drain valve.

• 15’ Hose-n-Hose™ vacuum & internal solution hose combo.
• 4” stainless steel upholstery tool.
• Heatguard™ Hose Wrap.

Find out for yourself how the Spyder™ puts the “mobile” in mobile detailing.

Features:

Included Items:

• 5 gallon (approx.) solution tank.
• 1,200 watt heater – 210°F max. temperature.
• 3-stage low amp vacuum motor producing 130” of water lift and
100 CFM.
• Recovery tank drain valve is placed high enough to empty into a
standard bucket.

• 15’ Hose-n-Hose™ vacuum & internal solution hose combo.
• 4” stainless steel upholstery tool.
• Heatguard™ Hose Wrap.
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Deep-basket handle with hose
hangers.

Included recovery tank drain hose
makes it easier than ever to empty
dirty water!

Easy-fill solution tank with a faucetfill hose for filling with a bucket or
standard faucet!

8070 Mytee Lite™

Full-Size Power in
a Small Package
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Bring on the heat.
Are you looking for an upholstery cleaning machine that can do the job of a full-size extractor, but is also extremely lightweight and
portable? Meet the Mytee Lite™, the industry’s best-selling upholstery cleaning machine and the first of its size to include an on-board
heater for maximum cleaning power.
The Mytee Lite™ is known industry-wide for its heat, which allows you to quickly break up grease and dirt. The three-stage motor is the
most powerful in its class, and makes the extractor even more effective at deep-cleaning upholstery.

Features:

Included Items:

• 4 gallon solution tank.
• 1,000 watt heater – 210°F max. temperature.
• 3-stage vacuum motor producing 130” of water lift and
100 CFM.
• Rear recovery tank drain with included drain hose allows you to
easily empty dirty water.

•
•
•
•

15’ Hose-n-Hose™ vacuum & internal solution hose combo.
4” stainless steel upholstery tool.
Heatguard™ Hose Wrap.
Recovery tank drain hose.
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STEAM CLEAN
like a PRO

Included Attachments
Accessory Adaptor - VS10

Detail Nozzle - VS06

Steam Attachment - VS03

Small Nylon Brush - VS04

Large Nylon Brush - VS05

Jet Nozzle Attachment - VS07

Cotton Cover - VS12

Metal Brush - VS15

Gum Scraper - VS16

Optional Accessories
1500 Focus™ Vapor Steamer
Mytee’s® new Focus™ Vapor Steamer easily cleans a multitude of areas and surfaces.
With high-temperature steam, you can remove stubborn dirt, grease, and grime stains.
Quickly clean and disinfect upholstery, clean hard surfaces, remove stickers, and more.

Features
• 5-gallon solution tank capacity.
• 55 PSI.
• NEW Continuous Flow capability. NO waiting for the machine to cool down to refill
the tank!
• Disinfecting steam up to 350°F.
• Various attachments included.
• High pressure, high temperature professional spray gun and hose.

Multiple Applications!

Vapor Steamer
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Floor Attachment w/
Cleaning Cloth - VS17

Continuous Flow

No more down time! Now when you need
more steam, just hold down the pump
switch for 15 seconds and the Focus™ will
start building up more steam. You don’t
need to wait for the Focus™ to cool down
before adding more water!
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EZ Glider™

8400 Upholstery Tool

Great for use in RVs, large vehicles, shops,
offices, homes and more.

Make upholstery cleaning easy with this 4” Narrow spaces and hard to reach areas
stainless steel upholstery tool.
are no longer difficult to clean with this
stainless steel crevice tool.

Heatguard™ Hose Wraps

Transport Tray for HP120

The Heatguard
Hose Wraps are made from Closed Cell
Neoprene (wet-suit material) that guards
you from heated solution lines and quick
disconnects. They can also be used to protect interiors from scratches caused by
quick disconnects on upholstery tools.

venient way to hold your wand, power cord,
vacuum hose (up to 50 ft.), chemicals, and
upholstery tool. It’s simple, just attach the
transport tray to your extractor unit and say
goodbye to the burden of carrying around
supplies.

Mytee’s® 15’ Hose-n-Hose™ vacuum and
solution hose combo features a durable
braided stainless steel internal solution
hose and Mytee’s® Snap-n-Lok™ Cuff-Lynx™
for easy access to the solution hose.

Modular Shelves

Bottle Holder

System Maintainer™

Have a lot of chemicals? Keep them organized with Mytee’s® shelf system. Great for
vans.

Easily attach Mytee’s bottle holder to any Keep your pump, hoses and heaters clean
van for extra storage.
with Mytee’s® System Maintainer™. Sold
by the case.

™

Accessories
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8700 Crevice Tool

1.25” Hose-n-Hose™
Vacuum and Solution With the Transport Tray, there is now a con- Vacuum & Solution Hose Combo

®
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The Mytee Dry™
leaves upholstery
drier!

8400DX Mytee Dry™ Upholstery Tool
Mytee’s® new Mytee Dry™ Upholstery Tool was designed with the
operator in mind. Everything from the soft-feel comfort grip to the
easy-access flow valve was designed to keep you, the professional
cleaner, as comfortable as possible while on the job. On top of
that, the Mytee Dry™ has incredibly fast drying times.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New soft-feel comfort grip for reduced operator strain.
Nylon housing for a strong and lightweight tool.
Braided stainless steel internal solution hose.
Clear top allows user to see dirt and grime being extracted.
Easy-access adjustable flow valve.
Vacuum relief valve.
Sleek design eliminates valve lever catching on fabric.
4” stainless steel glide eliminates overspray and dripping.
Spray bar with 22 individual spray orifices for even spray
pattern. No more streaking!
• New patent pending Snap-n-Lok™ Cuff-Lynx™ makes for easy
solution hose replacement.

Easy-access flow valve – quickly
adjust flow with just your thumb!

Vacuum relief valve allows you to
reduce suction power for more
delicate fabrics.

Stainless steel glide with dual
vacuum slots allow you to clean
from any direction.

See how much dirt and grime
you’re cleaning up through the
clear top.

Included Items

Express Detailing
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• Mytee Carrying Pack.
• Mytee foam kneepad.
• 15’ vacuum & internal solution
hose combo.
• Cuff-Lynx™ Hose Connector.
• New patent pending Snap-n-Lok™
Cuff-Lynx™.
• 1.5” vinyl cuff barb to barb fitting.
• Heatguard™ Hose Wrap.
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visit
www.mytee.com
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